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Fuchs Bote
The Campaign
In the last few days thousands of venturous warriors and brave supporters move
once again out to Mythodea to take up the
battle against the Urzweifler.
Hundreds of groups, big and small, came
and within short time have set up and
secured their camps. Certainly the new
Tunnels of Terra have been much appreciated, since many of those who before had
to endure a long journey over the sea, now
simply march through, which has also made
transportation of heavy equipment much easier.
According to our information the Banner
are in their final preparations, it should
not be long now, when the recapture of
the fortress begins and the Urzweifler
hopefully will be cast out.

The Fortress of the Urzweifler
For three years the campaign of the Elements has tried to destroy the Urzweifler
and Kelriothar. The utterly unfavorable conditions in the mirrorworld as well as the
missing forces of the Elements in this inhospitable world claimed many lives. However, our brave fighters were able to achieve
some victories and successes, though the
enemy remains strong. Sadly we had to
accept some painful losses.
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Once the troops withdrew from the mirrorworld the Urzweifler collected their
forces undetected and started the devastating counter-invasion in the spring.
With the destructive power of the Weltenbrecher, the army of doubt reached Mythodea.
Completely surprised and unprepared, the
settlers suffered great losses.
Through the portals - once build by the
settlers, for the sake of easier travel - the
armies quickly reached the Weltenschmiede, the source of all creational energy in
Mythodea.
The disciplined troops were ambushed and
succumbed to the enemies superiority. Immediately after the capture, the Urzweifler’s
army started to reinforce the Weltenschmiede and turn it into a giant fortress.

Of the last battle of the defenders of
the Weltenschmiede
At the beginning of this campaign, it is
only appropriate to remember what we are
fighting for here and now, and what it is
that some of us will give their lives for.
And what would be more appropriate than
to honor those who have fallen right here in
this place. Those, who were ambushed here
and fought, knowing, there would be no way
out for them but death.

version

And there were not unknown, nameless soldiers who fell, no, they were lives and fates from every seal, from all the people of
Mythodea, and those we should remember.
Their death is our legacy and obligation:
Edelbert Emmerus, a seeker for knowledge
from the realm of roses. No soldier at all,
he was on the island to collect knowledge and learn about how the portals work,
the Greifentor and the mirror portal. What
secrets are still hidden in them, knowing
that this knowledge could only be useful
in the battle against the Urzweifler. But
the Greifentor was destroyed and the mirror
portal is now in enemy hands; and what
knowledge he could still gain, we do not
know, for he too is dead. Like so many of
these young lives, he perished, even before
he could confess his feelings to his beloved, Fraulein von Güldenbach.
Garrick Garland, Commander of the
Northern Troops. Though nothing had happened for several months on the island and at
the Weltenschmiede, and the soldiers were
getting restless at the camp, his vigilance
never subsided. He must have felt that
something would happen though he could
not know what. It is probably due to him
and his discipline that the soldiers were
not all slaughtered at the first attack. He
himself fell in the first big attack, when
he secured the retreat of the troops into the
Weltenschmiede with his life.
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Gerald Harkonsson, a soldier from the
north. He pledged himself to military service, probably to please and impress his
father. At the beginning a young man who
had not yet known his place in the world, and his believe in the elements was
rather weak, who was forged into a faithful
warrior on the battlefield, he stormed with
the unleashed force of the world council to
fight back the enemy. Even if this meant
his end, because he was so badly injured
that he died shortly thereafter. But neither
his father nor anyone else has reason to
doubt him!
Gerwain, a soldier from the Southern
Seal, fought bravely in the attack at the
Greifentor, at the Spiegelportal, and was
one of the last to stand when the main
army, lead by the herald of anger, attacked
the Weltenschmiede.
Josef Latsche, soldier from the West. He
fought alongside Lho Siniyas on the front
line and successfully defeated the Army of
Doubt. He was mortally wounded. He died a
short time later in the arms of Lho Siniya
and his friend Vaskur.
Konrad Starkbaum, archer from Assansol
was still a young soldier, it was his first
assignment, and it should be his last. He
died without admitting his feelings to the
love of his life Amelie, but he died confidently that there is nothing more valuable
to defend than the Weltenschmmiede, the
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place where Mythodea once was created.
In memory of their fate and the fate of
all those whose names have not yet been
written, we now stand before the Weltenschmiede. Their lives and their death are to
warn us not to let our attention recede, to
stand firm in the belief in the world council
and the Quihen Assil, and to never let our
courage sink. Their deaths will never be
forgotten!

Die Heeresboten
The new banner council is convinced by the
concept of the Heeresboten, and this year
again secured the full support. The Heeresboten are responsible for the military intelligence collection and distribution and work
closely with the commanders and councils.
The Taubenschlag in the Heereswacht continues to be a central contact point, next
to the new base at the Konsulzelt of the
Eisernen. The messenger stations of the
banners also serve as a point of contact.

What happened in the past
Since the discovery of Mythodea
15 years ago history has been
a constant progress. Read about
previous historical events in the
libraries.
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The runners of the Heeresboten can
be divided into roughly two groups:
The scouts and knowledge bringers maintain
a broad network of informants and deliver
testimonials directly from the happenings.
As well as the messengers who are more
within the banner and distribute important
messages and knowledge there.
Personal messages can not be delivered.
For those use the services of the messenger guild.
New messengers and scouts wanted. During the full or half day training you will
accompany experienced Heeresboten, learn
the skills and meet Contacts. The badge
and with that the full membership will be
received, once you have proven your worthiness to Timma.

Botengilde - Messengers Guild
If you need to have a personal message delivered, perhaps even discreetly, the
messenger guild is your choice! You can
recognize them by the white dove on a
green background. They are the most reliable way to deliver personal messages.
Special messages can be delivered on a
beautiful special card.
You can hand in your messages to the
guild in the Tross or pass it on directly
to on of the messengers from the guild, or
write them down and put them in a letterbox with a value tag.
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Our precious reader, you can also use the
service of the messenger guild to send
your entries to the Fuchs Bote. Please
remember to include your name, group and
camp.

Carrier of Words
YOU...think, your blacksmith
is setting you up ?
MAYBE your neighbor didn’t curse at
you but wishes you “Good Morning” ?
YOU...don’t ever understand a word of
what people are saying ?
The Translators Band
“Träger der Worte” can help you out !
For fringe Benefits we translate (nearly)
everything for (nearly) everybody.
Headquarter’s can be found at the Community Center at Viribus Unitis.
We also speak French & Polish

The Medici, Guild of Healing
Comrade in arms!
Resources are not limitless
Return bandages to the healers, it could
save lives!
We fight together for Mithraspera!

Gossip
We received the news shortly before the
editorial deadline, the tent of a mother with
four children collapsed during the set up.
She herself and three of her children could
be recovered, the fourth was still missing.
Commander of the town guard, Osmond
von Bar and Sturmhart Eisenkeil, principal of the Freyenmark have been seen
together drinking excessively in the tavern.
According to reports, both have been so
intoxicated that, at the end of the evening
they had an argument over a bed, until both

Raising of the Tross Tree
Comrades!
On the sixth hour of the
evening of the first day of the
campaign, the representatives of
the Tross will solemnly set up
a Tross tree.
We fight together and do not go
back!
Tuja,
Master of the Guild of healing
on behalf of
The guilds to Mitraspera,
The governor,
The Tross mastery
and the town guard
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finally fell aslept in it together. On our
inquiry, however, both denied to have ever
taken a drink together.
Rumour has it, there has been another
Case of nude portraing of an elf at the
bards guild. If alcohol or blackmail was
used to convince the elf was not revealed.
Princess Jawahir was seen as she bought
new jewelry. As we have learned later, "extra for the Heereszug“.
Several eyewitnesses report Nathanael of
the Wolfswacht has taken special interest
in the princesses new necklace.
At the courageous speech for his countrymen in the iron quarter, the lord Henry of
Durai did not seem to have realized that
he had been wearing his pants backwards
the whole time.

english

No luck with the game?
No money at hand?
We change and lend
With overnight credit
Your O'Grady Bank

Gwindt Cardgame-Tournament
Sign up for the Gwindt Cardgame-Tournament on
Friday in the Red Star.

Free areas to be awarded
Here could be your contribution!
Visit the newspaper counter in the Tross
or send a messenger.
Appropriate rewards are awarded for
particularly valuable contributions. Like
articles, reports, notes.
For advertisements of merchants and service providers, however, we must charge
costs.
You will find more details
in the office.
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Visit the seers
For a look into your future!
Sensation!
The army will be accompanied by the
seers this year!
You are looking for a hint of fate how the
war can still be won?
You want to know what great tasks
await you?
Or do you just need a good advice on
how to charm the sweet warrior from the
neighboring camp?
The seers interpret the signs for you!
Whether reading the coffee grounds, cards
or looking into the crystal ball, for a few
copper you will know what the future has
in store for you!
The seers travel with the Tross, and
they camp at every stop of the army.

Searched?
And still not found?
We bring together what belongs together
Job seekers and Employers - contact the
job agency you can trust!
The Arbeytsvermittlerey
Each customer agrees to the terms and conditions of the job once a contract is made.

Events Wednesday
at the sixth hour of the evening
Establishing Trossbaum
The representatives of the Tross invite you to the
join the set up of the Tross Tree. Honor the Tross
and appear numerous!

From the seventh hour of the evening
Opening of the gates, The Red Star
The owners invite you to inspect the new tavern
and to toast on the occasion. For the physical
well-being and entertainment is provided, Zwiebelgeschmack und Schattenschweif.

From the tenth hour of the evening
braies ball in the bath tent, Red Star
The "Zubermeister“ of the star invites to the
"Braies ball“. Admission to the "Zuberzelt“ only in
braies or chemise and embarrassing head cover. It
will play for you: Qui Mal I Pense

Events Thursday
To the third hour of noon
Dance practice for the Mitrasperian ball
To the late evening hour
Red Star
Followed by wild night with blood, fire and the
drums of Mitraspera.
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Words of the editor
The relevance and correctness of
the contents of the Fuchsbote is
of course of utmost importance.
However, there is no guarantee that
content will be published. In addition,
we can not take responsibility for
the print. Discreetly we point out our
prerogative to be able to edit any content editorially.

In collaboration with Tyron from
Hammerburg Journal
Font by the Kaligrafen Roman
Design and print by Stefan
Sales under the direction of Martin
Reporter and Distributor Mariella
Reporter and Distributor Marino

Published by Kusin the Fox

Our thanks goes to the Heeresboten,
the messenger guild, the Carriers of
the words, as well as to all readers
of these lines.

Hidden treasures

Weather prophecies

Young at heart Ork is looking for a
young Elfe for a romantic walk to the
Black Ice.

Tomorrow's weather
Perfect temperatures for a war
against the Urzweifler! Wihle in the
early morning, the night watch might
me standing in the rain, but in the
afternoon the Ignisdisk will break through the clouds and bless us with
pleasant temperatures.

Helot giveaway. Leika is houseclean
and can works well with children. Family prefered.
Perhaps we are the dream couple?
I (21, willing to marry) looking for
brave Miss who likes to cater for me.
Hello unknown beauty! You were in
the Crab yesterday, we smiled a few
times, but then you were gone. I'd like
to invite you to a drink today.

The weather for the day after
During the whole day it will be cloudy with moderate temperatures. In the
morning, Aeris rages through the banners and over the battlefield. Wear a
long tunic and keep yourself warm
through tea or combat exercises.
The weather was prophesied for you
by the seers, to be found in the Tross.

